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Editorial
Dear Readers,

Queen Elizabeth II Dead An End of
An Era

Since the last edition of this magazine we have
seen a passing of an era of outstanding and
astonishing events, in the death of Elizabeth II
at the age of 96 on 8th September 2022; an
unprecedented length of reign of 70 Years and
7 Months.

It is remarkable that the British Empire began to
expand and prosper under Elizabeth I and then
declined under Elizabeth II and became ruled
over by the City of London crown. The monarch
even having to obtain permission of the Lord
Mayor to enter that independent sovereign state!

While much has been said and is being said
about the Queen particularly the extent of her
influence on state affairs, although one can never

be absolutely certain, but from evidence in plain
sight, scandals galore amongst the Westminster
establishment, any influence she had, has
diminished markedly towards the end of her long
reign.

The Monarchy lost much of its power  following
the murder of Charles I when the House of
Commons took upon itself the former Royal
prerogative of coining money, more so later
when William of Orange (puppet of the
Amsterdam Jews) permitted the creation of a
central bank, namely the Bank of England, then
almost immediately borrowed a large sum from
it to fight the French, since when the British have
been in debt to the bank ever since.
Centralisation, is Communism!

The Brexit Act having received the Royal assent
on 23 January 2020, coming into effect on the
1st of Feb following. However, while all eyes
were  were fixed on the exit from Europe, few
noticed a clause tucked away in that verbose bill
where Parliament declared itself Sovereign,
thereby dethroning the Monarch, whereas before
it consisted of the three estates, Monarch, House
of Lords and House of Commons.

The Queen was wheeled out to give credence to
the CV scam and in her Christmas Day
broadcast, stating, “those who did not take the
vaccine were selfish,” It is ironic therefore, the
timing of both the Queen and Prince Philip’s
death coincides with the date interval between
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taking the CV and death. Was this another
Satanic sacrifice Elizabeth II reported dead
round the world 911 days exactly after the day
that changed the world, when the World Health
Organisation (WHO) declared a worldwide
pandemic on 11 March 2020! The Queen having
also died 77 years, 7 days after the end of WWII
ready for the start of the next worldwide
catastrophe and possibly WWIII.

Another important event, the implications of
which have yet to unfold, was Elizabeth II’s
proclamation in her Privy Council held at
Windsor Castle on the 8th June, this year. Where
it was ordered that fiat currency would be
abolished by not later than January, 2023 to be
replaced by coins of value, starting with a £1000
gold coin and others of lesser value in both Gold
and silver. Such was not reported in the Main
Stream Media, only in a few alternative media
sources including this magazine. It is of note that
the Queen died exactly 3 Calendar months after
the proclamation!

It has been noted in this magazine that the satanic
opening ceremonies of the Commonwealth
Games in Birmingham on the 27th July this year
depicted the demise of England so 43 days later
(4 + 3=7 - another 7) we have the death of the
English Monarch.

The above picture is very poignant it could
signify the last hurrah of the white Christian race
in the state occasion of Elizabeth II’s funeral.
While all eyes were glued to the late Queen’s
funeral, the UK quietly published the horrific
CV vaccine serious injuries and deaths data,
amongst which 91% of those who died for
various reasons had had 3 jabs.

It was very interesting that those lining the route
of the cortege from Westminster to Windsor
were nearly all white faces. Notwithstanding the

merits or otherwise of the Queen in person, the
monarchial system of government is deeply
ingrained in the people of the nations of true
Israel. The funeral was truly a British tradition
being brought to the fore under which we true
Britons and our kindred in other white nations
could unite and rise above the alien cultures
being forced upon us!

Q reflected on the orb atop the coffin

From Mike King of the Revised History
Channel, we learned that the mysterious
super-hero who goes by "Q" had crashed
the Royal party -- or so it seems.

“Recall that we had closed our previous
piece with the following observation which
a reader had alerted us to, and we then duly
verified:

"The number of days between Q's very first
post on October 28, 2017 and the Queen's
death is 1776 -- the year during which the
American colonies declared their
independence from the Britain of Queen
Elizabeth's great great great great
grandfather, King George III.
Coincidence?"

For those readers that haven’t Internet
access and unaware of who “Q” is, he was
a purported whistle blower from the Deep
State appearing on videos as Qanon
wearing a mask. Towards the end of his
broadcasting most realised he was a shill.

The Mark of "Q"

Reminiscent of the masked hero of the TV /
Movie character Show, "Zorro," who would
always carve out a "Z' somewhere for his
tyrannical enemies to see -- an image -- probably
a doctored photo injected into the press -- of
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Lizzie's flag-draped coffin being carried out of
the cathedral revealed the reflection of the letter
"Q" on the Orb. By itself, perhaps coincidental
--- but combined with all the other weirdness,
we take it as a sign that Q not only crashed the
funeral --- but "he" may have actually engineered
the fall of the Windsors. Was this what Q meant
when he posted those chess analogies: "Queen
protects King" and "Queen before King"?

Funeral Magic?

Most notable, amongst the final acts of the
funeral in St. George’s Chapel at Windsor, was
the Lord Chamberlain breaking his wand of
office and placing it on the coffin. From research
carried out it seems this is a novel term for a staff
of office, its been called a rod i.e. Black Rod and
the Rod of Moses, never a wand, which is used
by Magicians and in black magic!

According to the commentator of the filmed
ceremony, the Lord Chamberlain was non other
than Peter Parker former head of MI5, which
makes one wonder was he Qanon?? Was this
symbolically celebrating the demise of the
Monarchy? Its also possible Yahweh is cleansing
the House of David ready for the return of the
King of Kings to His earthly Throne!

Queen Consort
Camilla

What's with all those
weird wrinkles and
bubbles around her
mouth and chin?

Mike King also points
out, there was something decidedly peculiar
about the turnout of King Charles’ consort
Camilla, she appears to be wearing an actor’s
face mask. A close-up of her neck reveals an

actor's mask, shown in more detail below. Click
on picture for a short video.

The alleged President of the United States -- "Joe
Biden" -- was made to wait for his seat, and then
placed 14 rows to the back, with the potentates
of the Third World, in behind the president of
Poland! This humiliation of "the leader of the
free world" the head of state of a country with a
"special relationship" with the UK.

London was no doubt unhappy with the way
Biden handled the Ukraine situation and had to
replace  him with Boris Johnson, UK’s previous
Prime Minister! With the changing of the
changing of the UK/USA and other events
leading to WWIII, and possibly Armageddon,
especially with the recent destruction Nord
Stream 1 and 2 gas pipelines by NATO on 26th

September, it looks now almost a certainty!

With the passing of another great chapter in
British history and with the mourning for our
late Monarch nearing the end. Despite all the
criticisms of the Monarchy, she performed her
state duties to perfection, for which she was
much loved. We pray for Yahweh’s protection
during the dangerous times ahead, and to His
coming to take David’s throne. Praise Yahweh!!

Editors (editor@newensign.com)

This magazine is for private subscription only
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
Message Magazine.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Syl2xjevXe6T/
editor@newensign.com
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The Two
Teams

Seedliners Non
Seedliners

From the list below, you can see that there is no
shortage of scholarship on either side. If any of
those still living feel that I have wrongly
categorized them, please contact me and state
your position.

Seedliners
Dr. Wesley Swift

Bertrand Comparet
William Gale
Dan Gayman

Clifton Emahiser
Richard Butler

Dan Johns
Eli James

William Fink
A. E. Kennedy
William Fowler
James E. Wise

Nord Davis
Arnold B. Murray

W. G. Finlay
Scott Stinson
Willie Martin
Robert Miles

Non Seedliners

Howard B. Rand
Ted Weiland

Stephen E. Jones
Ric Niemela
Jack Mohr

Chuck Kuhler
Dave Barley

E. Raymond Capt
Sheldon Emry

Charles Weisman
John L. Bray

Earl Jones

Pete Peters
Jeffrey A. Weakley

Lloyd Palmer
From the list above, you can see that there is no
shortage of scholarship on either side. If any of
those still living feel that I have wrongly catego-
rized them, please contact me and state your
position.

Misconceptions About the Jewish
People

Before getting deeply into the subject of the two
bloodlines, one historical issue must be clari-
fied. This issue bears directly on how numerous
biblical verses are understood.
It is a fact that most people assume that the
Jews are Israelites. I cannot stress strongly
enough that this idea is false. My book, The
Great Impersonation, How the Anti-Christ
Has Deceived the Whole World, details the
2,000-year-old Jewish pretence and masquerade
as Israel.
This book tells the parallel stories of True Israel
and of those, the Edomite and Khazar Jews, who
have been pretending to be us. Although the
word ‘Jew’ is technically derived from the
words ‘Judah’ and ‘Judean,’ a Jew is NOT a
Judahite.
A Judahite is a 100% lineal descendant of the
patriarch, Judah. No admixture of alien blood is
allowed. This excludes half-breeds (mamzers).
God’s Law explicitly forbids race-mixing for
Adamites and Israelites and Judahites. One look
at the Jewish visage and a little bit of historical
understanding proves conclusively that the
Jewish people are neither Israelites nor
Judahites.

On this point, most CI teachers agree irrespective
of their position on the bloodlines.

So, why is this important? Because Yahweh’s
Covenants, which were made exclusively to
Israel, are being claimed by a usurper, the Jewish
people, under the direction of their priesthood,
the rabbinate. Fraud should be exposed wherever
it is found; and fraud on so gigantic a scale as
this must be shouted from the housetops. The

The Enmity, Part 6: The Clash of the Bloodlines (2)
By

Pastor Eli James
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Jewish impersonation of Israel is the basis of
their claim to Palestine. They are impostors,
usurpers and murderers, in the name of Judah.
“The Jews are God’s chosen people.” “The Jews
are God’s chosen people.” “The Jews are God’s
chosen people.” …ad nauseam.

The world has heard this lie billions of times. No
amount of repetition makes the statement any
truer. It is, in fact, the Biggest Lie of History.
Since their occupation of Palestine is based on
this historical fraud, everything they do there is
evil; and anyone who supports them in this evil
is also doing evil, whether intentionally or
unintentionally.

Unfortunately, there are those in the Christian
Identity Movement who do not fully understand
the nature of this evil.

British Israel Versus American Israel

Under the heading of the Anti-Seedliners, I first
listed Howard B. Rand. Mr. Rand has written
numerous books explaining the doctrine of
Christian Identity. His book, Study In
Revelation, is by far the best book ever written
on the subject of the Book of Revelation, or the
Apocalypse of John.

Mr. Rand details, with historical precision, the
exact fulfilment of virtually every prophetic
statement contained in the Apocalypse. The only
drawback to this book is, since it was written in
the 1950’s, Mr. Rand had to guess about what
we have lived through since then. Nevertheless,
I would have to say that this one book, with the
exception of Bertrand Comparet’s taped sermons
on this subject, makes all other commentaries on
the Apocalypse look childish. That is how highly
I think of his work.

But Mr. Rand had a blind spot. He thought the
Jewish people were the tribe of Judah! It is

understandable why he thought this. He was of
the British Israel school of Identity. The basic
difference between British Israel and American
Israel is that the former teaches what Mr. Rand
believed, that the Jews are descended from
Judah.

American Israel, on the contrary, understands
that the Jewish people are neither Israelites nor
Judahites. He, along with Herbert W. Armstrong
and other American followers of British Israel,
taught that the Jews are the Tribe of Judah and
that the German people are descended from
Japheth, the brother of Shem.

Rand and Armstrong have it backwards. The fact
is that the German people are descended from
the Jutes, Saxons, Sueves, Goths, Teutons, and
other Germanic tribes, all of whom are directly
descended from the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel.
As the name implies, the Jutes were Judahites.

History records that the vast majority of the
Judahites and Benjamites were also taken captive
along with the Ten Northern Tribes as part of the
Assyrian Captivity, 745-715 B.C. Only
Jerusalem and its immediate vicinity were not
taken captive at this time. Hence, people from
all twelve tribes were taken to Media and placed
there by the Assyrians.

The various tribes made their escape directly
west across Asia Minor (Above) or north through
the Caucasus Mountains. (This event was
prophesied in Isaiah 11:16). The latter migration
path cited above explains how the Israelites came
to be known as the “Caucasians.” These facts are
detailed in my book and also in Ted Weiland’s
book, God’s Covenant People.

On the other hand, numerous authors, including
Jewish authors, such as Alfred Lillienthal, The
Zionist Connection, Benjamin Freedman, Facts
Are Facts, Myron Fagan, The Illuminati, and
Arthur Koestler, The Thriteenth Tribe, have
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proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that the Jews
of Eurasian extraction are descendants of the
Khazars, who themselves are descended from
Ashkenaz and Gomer, of the family tree of
Japheth.

Despite their claims to the contrary, 95% of
today’s Jews are not descended, even partially,
from the family tree of Shem. For this reason,
they cannot possibly be Shemites! So, when
someone accuses me of being an “anti-Semite,”
I tell them, “How can I be an anti-Semite? I Am
a Semite!”

Why would British Israel teach that the Germans
are not our racial kin? The reason is that Britain
fought two World Wars against Germany; and
the resultant massive wartime propaganda
demonised Germany in the minds of the British
people to such an extent that even Christian
Identity in Britain was affected.

Howard B. Rand was affected by this
propaganda as he came into the Christian
Identity Movement via British Israel. Because
of this bias, British Israel teaches some
absolutely amazing absurdities about the Jews
and Judah; and many Americans have been
influenced by this false teaching.

In his Study In
R e v e l a t i o n ,
Howard B. Rand,
as a commentary
to Rev. 2:9 and
3:9, says the
following (left):

“There are those
who declare they
are Jews, but in
reality are the
synagogue of
Satan. When
Jewry crucified

Christ they ceased to be Jews in a spiritual sense.
Until then, God had been with them but now
their place of worship, the synagogue, had
become the abode of the adversary.” [p. 12]

Mr. Rand is clearly confused for the
aforementioned reasons. He thinks that the Jews
were, at one time or another, Judahites. Like so
many other deceived people, he thought that the
Jewish people originated in the Judahites of the

land of Judah. I can assure you that this is not
possible. Just because the rabbis have very
cleverly and deceitfully used the word ‘Jew’ to
apply to both themselves and to the House of
Judah does not mean that they ever were the
latter!

If an actor impersonates your brother, does that
mean that he IS your brother? Just like Eve, the
true Israelites have allowed themselves to be
fooled by some very clever, diabolical
deceptions.

E. Raymond Capt (above) suffers under the same
illusion. In his book, Missing Links Discovered
in Assyrian Tablets, he says,

“After the Babylonian Empire was overthrown
by Cyrus, king of the Persians, the exiled
Judeans were allowed to return to their
homeland. Of the hundreds of thousands
originally taken captive, less than 50,000
accepted the invitation to return to Palestine. It
is this ‘remnant’ that became known as the
‘Jews,’ a name meaning ‘remnant of Judah,’ and
never having been applied to any branch of the
Semitic peoples prior to the Babylonian
Captivity.” -- p. 93.

Unfortunately, Mr. Capt has got this completely
wrong. I have nowhere else found a definition
of ‘Jew’ meaning “remnant of Judah.” It is
simply a matter of historical fact that this
remnant of Judah fully retained the name,
‘Judah,’ and they were not known, ever, as Jews,
because the Jews, unlike Judah, have always
practiced race-mixing and have always practiced
a different religion.

The people of Judah called their nation “Judah”
until the day that Judah and Idumea, a nation of
Edomites at the southern border of Judah, were
merged by King John Hyrcanus of Judah around
150 B.C. Until that date, there was no such thing
as a Jew.
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A Jew is one who pretends to be a Judahite, or,
perhaps, better, a Jew is a counterfeit Judahite.
Rev. 2:9 says, “I know thy works, and
tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich), and
I know the blasphemy of them which say they
are Jews [Judahites], and are not, but are of the
synagogue of Satan.”

Rev. 3:9 tells us, “Behold, I will make them of
the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews
[Judahites], and are not, but do lie; Behold, I will
make them to come and worship before thy feet,
and to know that I have loved thee.”

Is it conceivable that Jesus is talking here to the
Jewish people, after he has identified them as the
“children of the devil”? He is talking to the
House of Judah! Who is it that is impersonating
Judah? Judah cannot impersonate Judah. Judah
IS Judah.

It is the Jews who are impersonating Judah and
Israel. These two statements make no sense
otherwise. Who on earth would want to
impersonate a Jew anyway? Obviously, the
above translation is terribly defective, and it
obscures the historical, cultural and ethnic
distinctions that must obtain between two
mutually exclusive and antagonist groups: Jews
and Judahites!

Don’t confuse the two! Jesus is talking to Judah
and Israel and is warning us about this great
impersonation by the Edomites who have
usurped the name of Judah.

By inventing this term, “spiritual Jew,” Mr. Rand
and Mr. Capt have bought into the Jewish
charade and are thus unaware of the nature and
extent of this impersonation. They seem to think
that the Judahites who returned from the
Babylonian Captivity underwent some sort of
spiritual transformation and became Jews as a
result. Obviously, a Judahite can become a Jew
by conversion to their religion. But can a race-

mixed mamzer (Jew) ever become a Judahite?
Hardly. Yahweh was never with the Jews
because the Jews have always been the children
of a lesser god – the god that encourages race-
mixing in direct opposition to Yahweh!

The Jews have never worshipped Yahweh. They
only pretend to. They have always been
deceivers and they will remain deceivers because
that is their nature. It is in their blood.

I believe the source of this confusion can be
traced to a rabbinical statement which many of
our people have latched on to as if it were solid
history. Here is the statement:

“The return from Babylon, and the
adoption of the Babylonian Talmud
marks the end of Hebrewism, and
the beginning of Judaism.” -- Rabbi
Stephen F. Wise, Chief Rabbi of
the United States.

Too many people have taken this statement to
be historically accurate. In fact, it is pure
rabbinical deception of the most clever kind. The
“good” rabbi knows that most of us don’t know
the history of our own people, so he gets away
with several historical inaccuracies in this one,
short statement.

Most Christian Identity adherents know that
there must have been a historical time when there
was a shift in religious teaching, from the Law
of Moses to Talmudism. The statement above
appears to pinpoint this transition to the time of
the return of Judah from the Babylonian
Captivity.
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The genius of this deception becomes evident
when it is realized that most people will assume
that, because our people were held captive so
long in Babylon, They Must Have Picked up
Babylonian Teaching Then and There. But the
fact is that they did not.

The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah prove
conclusively that the remnant that returned from
Babylon completely rejected Babylonian
teaching and returned, under the guidance of
those two priests, to God’s Law.

In fact, Yahweh Himself declared that the House
of Judah was to be taken captive to Babylon “for

their good”! (Jer. 24:5) If Rabbi Wise’s
statement were true, it would have been a total
catastrophe for Judah!

The return from the captivity, contrary to Rabbi
Wise’s statement, which is believed by so many,
instead inaugurated a Golden Age of Mosaic
Law, NOT Talmudism. Indeed, if this were not
the case, the Messiah could have never come to
a people so completely adulterated as the Jews!
The racial descent laws had to apply or Jesus
could not have been born! So, whom are you
going to believe, the Bible or a rabbi?

To Be Continued OSOS16006

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Exodus Part 9

Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson

Chapter 13
1. Spoke Yahweh to Mosheh, saying,

2. “Sanctify to Me all the firstborn,
whatsoever opens the womb 7358 among the
children of Yis’rael, of adam and of beast: it
is Mine.”

3. Said Mosheh to the people, “Remember this
day, in which you came out of Mits’rayim, out
of the house of bondage; because by strength of
hand Yahweh brought you out from this place:
there shall no eating of chamets 2557.

4. This day you came out in the month Abiyb 24.

5. And it shall be, when Yahweh shall bring you
into the land of the Kenaaniy 3669, the Chittiy
2850, the Emoriy 567 the Chiwwiy 2340, and
the Yebusiy 2983, which He swore to your
ancestors to give you, a land flowing with milk

and honey, that you shall keep this service in
this month.

6. Seven days you shall eat matstsoth, and in the
seventh day shall be a feast to Yahweh.

7. Matstsoth shall be eaten seven days; and there
shall be no chamets seen with you, and there
shall be no leaven 7603 seen with you in all
your territory 1366.

8. And you shall tell your son in that day, saying,
‘This is done  because of that which Yahweh did
to me when I came forth out of Mits'rayim.’

9. And it shall be for a sign 226 for you upon
your hand 3027, and for a reminder 2146 for
you between your eyes 5869, so that Yahweh’s
Torath 8451 may be be in your mouth: because
with a strong hand has  Yahweh brought you out
of Mits’rayim.

10. Therefore you shall keep this ordinance
2708 in His appointed time 4150 from year to
year.

11. And it shall be, when Yahweh shall bring
you into the land of the Kenaaniy, as He swore
to you and to your ancestors, and shall give it to
you,

12. that you shall dedicate 5674 to Yahweh all
that opens the womb, and every firstling that
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comes from a beast which you have; the males
shall be Yahweh’s.

13. And every firstling of an ass you shall
redeem with a lamb; and if you shall not redeem
it, then you shall break his neck 6202: and all
the firstborn of adam among your children you
shall redeem 6299.

14. And it shall be when your son asks you in
time to come 4279, saying, ‘What is this?’, that
you shall say to him, ‘By strength of hand
Yahweh brought us out from Mits’rayim, from
the house of bondage:

15. and it came to be, when Par’oh would hardly
7185 let us go, that slew Yahweh all the
firstborn in the land of Mits’rayim, both the
firstborn of adam, and the firstborn of beast:
therefore I sacrifice to Yahweh all that opens the
womb, being males 2145; but all the firstborn of
my children I redeem.

16. And it shall be for a sign upon your hand,
and for totaphoth 2903 between your eyes:
because by strength of hand Yahweh brought us
forth out of Mits’rayim.’”

17. It came to be, when Paroh had let the people
go, that Elohiym did not lead them through the
way of the land of the Pelishtiym 6430,
although that was near; because said Elohiym,
‘Unless perhaps the people change their
minds when they see war, and they return to
Mitsrayemah’,

18. but Elohiym led the people about, through
the way of the wilderness of the  Sea 3220 of
Reeds 5488: and the children of Yis’rael went
up armed 2571 out of the land of Mits’rayim;

19. And took Mosheh the bones of Yoseph with
him: because he had straitly sworn the children
of Yis'rael, saying, ‘Elohiym shall surely visit
you, and you shall carry up my bones away
from here with you’.

20. And took they their journey from Sukoth
5523, and encamped in Etham 864, in the edge
of the wilderness.

21. And went Yahweh before them by day in a
pillar 5982 of a cloud 6051, to lead them the
way; and by night in a pillar of fire 784, to give
them light; to go by day and night: 22. and took

He not away the pillar of the cloud by day, nor
the pillar of fire by night, from before the people.

Chapter 13 Notes

The setting apart for Yahweh of the firstborn
carried through until the dispersion. Note the
use in verse 1 of adam and beast. Beast here
refers to livestock, not two-legged beasts, as
they are unclean, and not fit for sacrifice.  In this
chapter I use the actual word “chamets” for
leavened bread. We have allowed OUR words
and history to be taken from us by pretenders,
and I want to take it back.

Verse 2 - Num. 3:13; Luke 2:23;

Verse 6 - Here we see the Feast of  Matsoth
(Unleavened Bread) commanded again. Then
we see the command to tell our children of what
transpired during this time.

Verse 9 - sign is 226, and the word zikaro 2146
is for reminder. This means keep it in our
memory, and in all actions performed by our
hands, in other words, all our deeds.

Verse 10 - This specifies the date when the
Feast is to be held.

Verse 12 - Ex. 34:19,20; Luke 2:23;

Verse 13 - Here it shows that an ass, a valuable
work animal, may be redeemed from sacrifice
by using a lamb instead. What you redeem the
male child with is not seen here however, but
was likely a lamb also.

Verse 16 - the word totaphoth 2903 has been
used instead of 2146, and is often translated as
phylacteries. These today are little boxes made
of hide that have verses of Scripture in them,
and are strapped on both the forehead, and the
arm with leather straps. This is done by the
“jews”, and are made according to the “tradition
of the elders”. This verse is a metaphorical
verse, and not literal. We do not have a Torah in
our mouth, because mouth means our speech
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and our words. The totaphoth is a metaphor for
our actions and our remembrance in our minds
always of Yahweh's Torah. The making of
“tefillin” is a big industry, and they are
expensive, being made only in the “State of
Israel”.

Verse 19 - Here the bones of Yoseph are being
carried out, as he had wished. Gen. 50:25; Josh.
24:32 ;

Verse 21 -  Remember that Yahweh had said, “I
will become whatever I please”, and here He has
become a pillar of cloud, and a pillar of fire. His
Word never fails.

To be Continued

The Hoskins Report
Chapter 257

False Identity

Richard Hoskins

A FEW MONTHS AGO I RECEIVED
AN ADVERTISEMENT FROM
THE NEW COUNTRY OF ISRAEL

about a "Revolutionary New Discovery." The
discovery was that the people of northern Eu-
rope were descended from the ancient Israelites.
I sent for the book and received The Tribes, The
Israelite Origins Of Western Peoples[1].

This book was one more Jewish-authored book
revealing "the amazing discovery that
Saxons[2] are Israel." It contained most of the
same proofs that Bible students have long
known.

It came with maps of the migrations of the tribes
of the early Israelite-Saxons, their final places
of settlement, and the counties in which they
settled - Naphtali to Norway; Asher and Gad to
Britain, Scandinavia and Germany; Dan to Den-
mark, etc.

Ben Israel’s Argument

The Jews have always known the truth about
Saxon-Israel and have used the information, or
not used it, as circumstances demanded. The
entry of the Jews into Britain was a time when
they needed to use it.

The Background

Henry VIII declared himself head of the Roman
Catholic Church in Britain. He renamed it the
Anglican Catholic Church, appointed his own
bishops, confiscated vast church properties, de-
stroyed church monasteries (the training
schools for Roman Catholic business manag-
ers), and banished the Catholic Priests who
would not work for his own Anglican religion.

This left virtually no one in Britain to manage
un-seized Roman Catholic Church businesses
and manage them under earlier trade agree-
ments. Managers were desperately needed.

The "someone" selected were the traditional
bankers and servants of the Roman Catholic
Church - the Jews. However, there were no Jews
in England. They had been banished by an irate
Britain in 1290 after having been first admitted
in 1066 to practice their usury banking[3]. Ma-
nassah Ben Israel occupied the same place in his
day that Robert Maxwell did and Rupert Mur-
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dock does today. In addition to his banking and
trade operation out of Holland, the centre of
world trade, he directed public opinion through
his book business - the predecessor of modern
mass media.

Ben Israel was assigned the project of getting
the Jews into England. To rally public support
he published a book in 1650 named The Hope
Of Israel. This book used the familiar Saxon-
Israel argument with a twist. It went this way:
Since Britain already contained the 10 tribes of
Israel, the addition of the Jew, which contained
Judah and Benjamin, would cause Israel to be
the complete 12 tribes. Once that happened, the
second coming of the Messiah could then be
expected.

The book was sent to the "fundamentalists" of
the time to build a following. With this backing,
Ben Israel then petitioned Oliver Cromwell to
allow the Jews to enter England. Oliver
Cromwell was already in his pocket.

A loan of a couple of million gold pieces kept
him there. Oliver Cromwell got his money, the
Jews got a new market in which to distribute
goods from the spice trade, the Catholic Church
got managers for their undiscovered assets, and
the Anglo-Saxon got the Bank of England a few
years later.

Saxon-Israel history has been known by friend
and foe for a very long time, and has been used
against the Saxon as much as for him.

Saxon Identity & The Establishment
Church

Through the years the Jews have been relatively
honest when discussing early Saxon history.
The same does not apply to the Establishment
Church (EC). The Jews win credibility by being
relatively honest; the EC risks losing everything
if they are honest. Each time the Jews announce
their Saxon-Israel "new discovery," the EC

treats the new discovery with silence - some-
times with "pooh-poohs."

The Jews delight in bringing up the subject for
a number of reasons; they enjoy tweaking the
nose of the Establishment Church, which holds
their fate in their hands; they really don’t like
the Christian religion very much; they make
money each time they make their "new discov-
ery" announcement; and they use the subject to
help them keep their primary job - which is to
distribute the goods of the ancient spice trade.

What Organized Religion Fears

Announcements of the discovery that the Saxon
people are descended from the ancient tribes of
Israel are treated by the established church as
"non-events." The EC cannot recognize another
rival to this title.

The reason is that centuries ago it co-opted the
title "Israel" from the Saxon people for itself.
They co-opted it for a reason. Strong's Concord-
ance translates the word "Israel" in the Hebrew
to mean, "He will rule as God." Armed with this
title and the authority it bestows, the establish-
ment church (both Catholic and Protestant)
claim the right to "rule as God" because of the
power that resides in the name "Israel." This is
how non-Scriptural "spiritual Israel" was
born[4].

Today, the establishment church needs that title
as much as it ever did. How else can it explain
away the brutality of its kings, the venality of its
bankers, its land monopoly, its trade monopoly,
its taxes, its adultery and the flagrant immorality
of its clergy. Armed with God’s power of attor-
ney that resides in the name "Israel" - it speaks
for God and can do no wrong.

Not for one second can it afford to have Saxons
learn that it is they and not the church that is
Israel. Once Saxons learn who they are they will
rise up and strip the priests of their power, the
Churches and their governments of their riches
and divide the land and rule themselves accord-
ing to Scripture[5]. What then will become of
the Establishment Church?

Why The Big Lie

Saxons are Christians - or they are nothing.
Christians believe that "We must obey God
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rather than men. "Acts 5:29. The establishment
churches, claiming to be spiritual Israel, teach
that man-made statutes are to be followed in-
stead.

To keep Saxons quiet, establishment priests
promote the following three things:

1. They Teach the Dogma That All
the People of

World Are Descended from Noah[6].

The doctrine that Whites and non-Whites both
originated in one set of ancestors logically re-
sults in the silly theory that separate races must
be a myth and that one God fathered us all. This
theory violates the WORD and nullifies God’s
command, "A bastard (Heb: mamzêr - mixed
breed, mongrel) shall not enter into the congre-
gation of Israel."

Deut 23:2. The dogma drags on to its logical
conclusion which is that since everyone is de-
scended from Noah, all must be bastards
(mixed- breeds) from the beginning[7]. Noah
carried non-Whites on his ark, but not as "blush
red" men, but under another name.

1. Co-opt the title "Israel"

The title "Israel" infers the power "To speak as
God." To seize this title, establishment church
dogma proclaims that there is no more unmixed
physical Israel to inherit the title, that unmixed
Israel "disappeared," and that they are taking its
place as new "spiritual Israel."

This justifies their possessing and monopolizing
the wealth of the world - the heritage of Jacob-
Israel[8].

2. Ignore the Word MAN

Ignoring the word man ("blush red") permits the
Establishment Church to continue to receive
tribute from man and human (hued-man) alike.
The Establishment Church sits securely on its
ancient feudal throne proclaiming that it holds
the keys to heaven, while carefully protecting
itself with hired politicians and their mercenary
armies. This is near the centre of Babylon where
the Saxon-Israel message is banned[9].

Back To The Book

The book Tribes, mentioned above, faithfully
follows the Saxon-Israel message with a couple
of wrinkles that one would expect. Some of
them are the same wrinkles used by Manassah
ben Israel in 1650. Both proclaim that Saxon-
Israel is composed of 10 tribes,10 the other two
tribes being the Jews - one of which is Judah.
The Jews say that being Judah gives them the
right to rule the rest of Israel - meaning us[11].

Manassah Ben Israel

Letter of Commendation

The most interesting thing about the book is the
Letter of Commendation in the front, from Rab-
bi Abraham Feld of the Maccabee Institute,
POB 31264, Jerusalem, Israel. He states that,
"Upon reading Mr. Yari Davidy’s book on the
dispersion of the ten lost tribes, and contemplat-
ing on how most people will receive this as
startling new information, I was reminded of a
law that US President Bush recently endorsed."

This law was passed on March 20, 1992, when
President Bill Clinton signed a joint Resolution
of both Houses of Congress recognizing the
Seven Noahide Laws as the "bedrock of society
from the dawn of civilization" and urged Amer-
ica to "return the world to the moral and ethical
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values contained in the Seven Noahide
Laws[12]."

Rabbi Feld (above) continued, "This —––is at
once a recognition of Torah’s relevancy and a
basis for a common denominator among all the
nations of the world —-a common heritage and
bloodline that so many people share unbe-
knownst to themselves."

Now comes the punch line, "—-the Jerusalem
Talmud declares in the days to come the ten
tribes will be righteous converts (Sanhedrin,
10)" and concludes, "We of Mossad Maccabee
have only the highest praise and respect for this
valuable contribution to understanding our roots
and heritage."

This is an interesting admission. It spells out
what we have long suspected, and that is, the
Establishment Church has its itinerary and the
Jews have theirs. If the Establishment Church
can claim to be Israel and have God’s power of
attorney, the Jews can too, and with the hired
help of tele-evangelists they do and with their
natural grasp of "showbiz," they can do it better.
They insist that it is They who are physical
Israel.

Noahide Laws

The world as seen by the Jew is divided into
Jews and non-Jews. The Jews are ruled by one
set of laws and non-Jews are ruled by the Seven
Noahide Laws. The Jewish holy book, the Tal-
mud states: "Jews are obligated to try to estab-
lish the Noachide Code where ever they can."
(Yad, Melakhim, 8:10: Judaica, p. 1189)

The actual "seven laws" deal with: 1. Idolatry 2.
Blasphemy 3. Murder 4. Sexual Relations 5.
Theft 6. Eating limbs of a living animal 7.
Establishing Courts of Law.

The problem is not the "7-Noahide Laws." On
the surface they are harmless enough. The prob-
lem is the implementation of these laws. Unlike
the WORD from the Bible, Noahide Laws are
not set in concrete. Judaism is not governed by
the WORD as is Christianity. They offer a
different route in the following manner:

1. The Torah (Laws of the Bible),
whose meaning is interpreted by

2. The Talmud, which is compiled
and interpreted by

3. Rabbis.

Jewish rabbis have power that can only be com-
pared with the power of a Hindu "perfect Christ
- a god on earth[13]." Thus, observance of the
Seven Noahide Laws, which is now law, is
predicated on the opinions of Jewish rabbis, and
that is a real matter of concern, as we shall soon
see.

Their Place In World Affairs

The Jews distribute and merchandise a sizable
part of the trade of the world, as they are first to
admit. The International Trade Cartel (ITC)
could care less who guarantees transportation
and delivery of the world’s trade as long as it is
done smoothly and in order.

Mohammed became a world figure by placing
himself and his followers astride the spice routes
and stopping the caravans. After a year this
forced the ITC recognize him as protector and
to pay him protection moneys. This made him
the most important man in the mid-east. This
arrangement with the ITC allowed him to
become so powerful that he even professed
himself to be god’s representative on earth.

The End OS23395
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WHILST RESEARCHING SOME
HISTORIC PAPERS ON THE
CATHOLIC CHURCH for a future

lecture planned to rebut the false claims that it
was St. Augustine who first brought Christianity
to the British Isles. I came across some
remarkable old illustrations of Catholic priests
of a literally giant stature, which are included
here.

Even more remarkable is the fact that there is no
mention in the accompanying text of the Giant
stature of the priests. On reflection, this is not
surprising, as it upsets the enemy’s evolution
theory. It is fortunate that some of the
illustrations were missed and are available to us
today. One has to be careful as the enemy has
placed many photo-shopped photos of giants in
circulation to discredit the genuine ones!

Above: The Mass of Saint Gregory. 16th
century (Three massive priests here for you

in this image)

Many giants have been discovered in Ireland in
the not to distant past which subsequently
disappeared  like the one taken on display around
the UK during the early 1900’s in a rail goods
wagon. That too,vanished! It can be seen in the

picture (left) propped
up at the back of a
goods rail wagon ready
to be taken on show to
various venues in
London. Enquires as to
where this giant ended
up drew a blank. It was
most likely destroyed,
like all the other giant
men unearthed by
archaeologists. Most
people are quite
unaware that even

archaeology is controlled and censored.

Above; Saint Modoald, also known as Romoald,
was the Frankish Archbishop of Trier from 626
to 645. He is the patron saint of the Reichsabta
of Helmarshausen.

It is interesting, that giants were to to be found
in the early Catholic church who were of the evil
Nephalim/Edomite admixture of people. This
church arose from that set by Constantine while
at York, England, where rumour has it, that
Constantine himself was an Edomite.

The End

Harold Stough Notes and Papers
Were There Giants Officiating

In The Early
Catholic Church
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And he had power to give life
unto the image of the beast, that
the image of the beast should
both speak, and cause that as
many as would not worship the
image of the beast should be
killed.” – Rev 13:15

REGARDLESS OF THE PLETHORA
OF OBJECTIONS that will
undoubtedly arise from my following

statement; the truth is what it is.

The woman that rides the beast, the great whore
of Revelation is physical Israel. Not the Israeli
nation in the mid-East but the true Israel people
now existing in the Anglo-Saxon, Germanic,
Scandinavian, and kindred people of this earth.
This is easily provable if one will but study and
accept that truth as given by the prophet
Ezekiel’s writings; in chapter 16 and again in
chapter 23. She stands in stark contrast to the
bride of Christ representing the true Israel people
under the auspices of the New Covenant.

The supposition that the whore suddenly morphs
into a church when the little blank page
separating the old scriptures from the new
scriptures appears in your Christian Bible is pure
myth with neither logical nor scriptural evidence
to back up that claim.

When ‘beast’ or ‘beasts’ appear in the scriptures
in a metaphorical or allegorical sense; it is

always speaking of government. When John
penned Revelation, beasts still represented
governments. All of the governments that have
ruled over the Israel people have always been in
concert with our own kin, steered by Satan (sic).

This is shown symbolically as the whore
(Biblical Israel) riding the beast and the ten horns
(the ten-tribe Israel) on the ruling head of the
beast. If you can understand this; it will be much
easier to understand the prophecy about the
image of the beast.

The Final Beast – Mystery Babylon

In Revelation 13, John speaks of the final beast
to rule over our people. In an almost human
sense, it contains the genetic coding of all of its
ancestors. Having teeth like a lion, it excels in
military prowess like its grandfather, Rome. In
its multiplicity of gods and excellence in
government, like its great-grandfather, Greece.
The principles of dialecticism and psycho-babble
can be attributed to Medo-Persia and the
perverted principles of economics and the
mixings of religion with government from
Babylon. This final government touting two
horns and presenting as a lamb is actually a foul
beast who speaks like a dragon and exhibits the
refinement of all the genetic coding it has within
its veins.

Image

An image by definition is a likeness or
representation of something else. It can be a
physical thing or a mental thing. We can make
a statue of a man, or take a picture of a man and
that would be an image. We can make an idol
that represents a concept or even something
intangible like the image of Eros representing
physical lust (although called love). We can
make an image that represents a god like Thor.
It may have a hammer in one hand and lightning
in another. That is an image.

An image can also be a mental picture of
something as we understand it in our minds: a
mental picture or impression of something. // had

The Image of The Beast
By

Danny Shreffler
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a negative body image of herself” – Merriam-
Webster.com.

Revelation 13:14 tells us this final
beast king will make an image of
itself. “…of the beast”.

Verse 15 says the image will have life and be
able to speak. Worship of this image, like the
image of the obelisk of Nebuchadnezzar, will be
mandated. All who refuse to worship the image
of the beast will be killed. Now perhaps we
should make sure we properly fully understand
the intended innuendo of the word worship.

Worship

In the passage we are looking at; ‘worship’ is
used as a verb. Whether transitive or intransitive
both definitions apply. See here. quoted below.

Definition of worship
   transitive verb

1: to honour or show reverence for
as a divine being or supernatural
power

2: to regard with great or
extravagant respect, honour, or
devotion a celebrity worshipped by
her fans

            intransitive verb:

to perform or take part in worship or an
act of worship

Please carefully consider. The actual physical
bowing before the image of the beast may not be
at all what John was talking about. That was
indeed what Nebuchadnezzar required but we
are Oh! so much more advanced! … or so we
think. While we all say ‘I won’t bow!’ we are
bowing every day.  Of course, we are not bowing
physically. We (universally speaking) don’t even
attend church anymore. Yet we will bow.

We honour and submit to the authority of the
beast by acquiescence and complacent
acceptance of anything it shoves down the pike
So why do we think we will not bow to the god
that man has made? The man-god being prepared
will know all things; solve all conflicts; ensure
equality and above all make all mankind equal.
(Except, of course, the ones who own and
operate the beast and its image.) It will protect
evil and forbid good.

So many say that is a long way off. It will not
happen for years. Have you heard of the social
equity system of governance? Have you heard
of the image that now is? Have you heard of how
it will be programmed and used to govern the
world? Do you know how it will have the
capacity to handle every individual? Look and
learn.

Social Equity

Karl Marx, a member of an elite group of people
still in existence today, got his ideas about
Communism from Judaism. Stephen Samuel
Wise, an American rabbi said “Some call it
Marxism – I call it Judaism.”  Today it is no
secret that the major ruling factions of this world
are operated by those who are openly a sect of
Judaism and purport to be of a unique bloodline
and/or a devotee of Communism.

Perhaps their most powerful master of our world
is Klaus Schwab. He is the founder and
Executive Chairman of the World Economic
Forum. He is also a major proponent of the
Social Equity method of world control. The same
sect has a member in charge of nearly every
social platform in existence in our day.

Under the system of Social Equity, every person
will have an equity score which will be lowered
and raised in proportion to the allegiance to or
rebellion exercised toward the Luciferian New
World Order.

If you obediently convert to solar power, you
will be smiled upon and credited. If you use too
much energy you will be debited. If you speak
out against climate control you will be dinged.
If you use derogatory language against or speak
against a certain group of people who behave in
a way condoned by the beast but condemned by
scripture; you will be severely punished:-

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/worship
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If you refuse to use proper pronouns or say
a man can’t bear children; ding!

If you say a man can’t be a woman and
walk naked into their showers; ding!

If you support the right things: credit;
wrong things: debit.

If your credit score gets too low, you will
have gasoline credits stripped away, utility
bills will be raised, taxes will be raised, or
you may even have your bank account
seized.

You will not be allowed to travel and
perhaps even fined.

You won’t have to go to court because the
beast will simply debit your bank account.

You will be credited for taking their
vaccines and drugs and debited if you
refuse. It will be where the most
conscientious objectors will not even be
able to buy or sell items necessary for
survival.

Money is going away soon. We are going to be
stripped of our property. It will all be owned by
the ‘beast and/or the god-man’ it has made. You
will perhaps get by with barter for a while, but
soon you will not even be able to sell your lawn
mower to your neighbour without moving digital
credits electronically from your account to his.

The AI image will see every transaction and each
of them will be taxed. If you get fined it will
automatically be stripped from your bank
account. It will all be automatic and policed by
a machine. The image of the beast. Welcome to
what they call equitable fairness.

The Dream Coming True

The primary driver behind this movement is a
particular sect of Jewry. It is the father of
Communism and desperately seeks to rule the
world. Klaus Schwab says we will own nothing
and we will be happy.

A couple of weeks ago he purportedly released
a diagram of how this image will be
programmed. The image we must obey and
accept as the final arbiter of all things. (Internet
of all things?) Imagine it as a Wikipedia x a
million. Thousands of times as fast and
programmed by properly thinking people.

The people behind this movement know their
greatest resistance will be from Anglo-Saxon
(and kindred people) Christians. They must be
removed. It is no mistake that Merrick Garland,
the US Attorney General believes and says that
White Supremacy is the greatest threat in this
land.

Why does he believe that? Because he knows we
don’t believe what he thinks is good is good. We
see the system of government envisioned by this
sect of Jewry and the Democrat Party as evil
while they see it as good. They lie freely to hide
their motives and fools by the gaggle keep voting
them into office.

Questions and comments may be addressed to
danelinmo@proton.me

© - Permission to reprint this article is hereby
granted, provided it is reprinted in its entirety,
with full credit given, and no changes are made
to its content. Unaltered excerpts may also be
printed with full credit given.

To be continued OS 23399

The illiterate of the 21st century will not be
those who cannot read or write, but those
who cannot unlearn the many lies that they
have been conditioned to believe, and seek
out the hidden knowledge, that they have
been conditioned to reject.

mailto:danelinmo@proton.me
mailto:danelinmo@proton.me
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ON THE FIRST DAY OF AUTUMN,
1998, Florence Griffith Joyner, former
Olympic track gold medallist, died in

her sleep at the age of thirty-eight when her heart
stopped beating. That same fall, Canadian ice
hockey player Stéphane Morin, age twenty-nine,
died of sudden heart failure during a hockey
game in Germany, leaving behind a wife and
newborn son.

Chad Silver, who had played on the Swiss
national ice hockey team, also age twenty-nine,
died of a heart attack. Former Tampa Bay
Buccaneers nose tackle Dave Logan collapsed
and died from the same cause. He was forty- two.
None of these athletes had any history of heart
disease.

A decade later, responding to mounting alarm
among the sports community, the Minneapolis
Heart Institute Foundation created a National
Registry of Sudden Deaths in Athletes. After
combing through public records, news reports,
hospital archives, and autopsy records, the
Foundation identified 1,049 American athletes
in thirty-eight competitive sports who had
suffered sudden cardiac arrest between 1980 and
2006.

The data confirmed what the sports community
already knew. In 1980, heart attacks in young
athletes were rare: only nine cases occurred in
the United States. The number rose gradually but
steadily, increasing about ten percent per year,
until 1996, when the number of cases of fatal

cardiac arrest among athletes suddenly doubled.
There were 64 that year, and 66 the following
year. In the last year of the study, 76 competitive
athletes died when their hearts gave out, most of
them under eighteen years of age.

The American medical community was at a loss
to explain it. But in Europe, some physicians
thought they knew the answer, not only to the
question of why so many young athletes’ hearts
could no longer stand the strain of exertion, but
to the more general question of why so many
young people were succumbing to diseases from
which only old people used to die.

On October 9, 2002, an association of German
doctors specializing in environmental medicine
began circulating a document calling for a
moratorium on antennas and towers used for
mobile phone communications.

Electromagnetic radiation, they said, was
causing a drastic rise in both acute and chronic
diseases, prominent among which were “extreme
fluctuations in blood pressure,” “heart rhythm
disorders,” and “heart attacks and strokes among
an increasingly younger population.”

Three thousand physicians signed this document,
named the Freiburger Appeal after the German
city in which it was drafted. Their analysis, if
correct, could explain the sudden doubling of
heart attacks among American athletes in 1996:
that was the year digital cell phones first went
on sale in the United States, and the year cell
phone companies began building tens of
thousands of cell towers to make them work.

Although I knew about the Freiburger Appeal
and the profound effects electricity could have
on the heart, when I first conceived this book I
did not intend to include a chapter on heart
disease, for I was still in denial despite the
abundant evidence.

We recall from chapter 8 that Marconi, the father
of radio, had ten heart attacks after he began his
world-changing work, including the one that
killed him at the young age of 63.

The Invisible Rainbow
Irritable Heart

By
Arthur Firstenburg
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“Anxiety disorder,” which is rampant today, is
most often diagnosed from its cardiac symptoms.
Many suffering from an acute “anxiety attack”
have heart palpitations, shortness of breath, and
pain or pressure in the chest, which so often
resemble an actual heart attack that hospital
emergency rooms are visited by more patients
who turn out to have nothing more than
“anxiety” than by patients who prove to have
something wrong with their hearts.

And yet we recall from chapter 6 that “anxiety
neurosis” was an invention of Sigmund Freud,
(above) a renaming of a disease formerly called
neurasthenia, that became prevalent only in the
late nineteenth century following the building of
the first electrical communication systems.

Radio wave sickness, described by Russian
doctors in the 1950’s, includes cardiac
disturbances as a prominent feature.

Not only did I know all this, but I myself have
suffered for thirty- five years from palpitations,
abnormal heart rhythm, shortness of breath, and
chest pain, related to exposure to electricity.

Yet when my friend and colleague Jolie
Andritzakis suggested to me that heart disease
itself had appeared in the medical literature for
the first time at the beginning of the twentieth
century and that I should write a chapter about
it, I was taken by surprise.

In medical school I had had it so thoroughly
drilled into me that cholesterol is the main cause
of heart disease that I had never before
questioned the wisdom that bad diet and lack of
exercise are the most important factors
contributing to the modern epidemic.

I had no doubt that electromagnetic radiation
could cause heart attacks. But I did not yet
suspect that it was responsible for heart disease.

Then another colleague, Dr. Samuel Milham,
muddied the waters some more. Milham is an
M.D. and an epidemiologist, retired from the
Washington State Department of Health. He
wrote an article in 2010, followed by a short
book, suggesting that the modern epidemics of
heart disease, diabetes, and cancer are largely if
not entirely caused by electricity.

He included solid statistics to back up these
assertions.

I decided to dive in.

I first became aware of Milham’s work in 1996,
when I was asked to help with a national lawsuit
against the Federal Communications
Commission. I was still living in Brooklyn, and
knew only that the telecommunications industry
was promising a “wireless revolution.”

The industry wanted to place a cell phone in the
hands of every American, and in order to make
those devices work in the urban canyons of my
home town they were applying for permission
to erect thousands of microwave antennas close
to street level throughout New York.

Advertisements for the newfangled phones were
beginning to appear on radio and television,
telling the public why they needed such things
and that they would make ideal Christmas gifts.
I did not have any idea how radically the world
was about to change.

Then came a phone call from David Fichtenberg,
a statistician in Washington State, who told me
the FCC had just released human exposure
guidelines for microwave radiation, and asked if
I wanted to join a nationwide legal challenge
against them.

The new guidelines, I came to find out, had been
written by the cell phone industry itself and did
not protect people from any of the effects of
microwave radiation except one: being cooked
like a roast in a microwave oven. None of the
known effects of such radiation, apart from
heat—effects on the heart, nervous system,
thyroid gland, and other organs—were taken into
consideration.
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Worse, Congress had passed a law that January
that actually made it illegal for cities and states
to regulate this new technology on the basis of
health.

President Clinton had signed it on February 8.
The industry, the FCC, Congress, and the Presi-
dent were conspiring to tell us that we should all
feel comfortable holding devices that emit mi-
crowave radiation directly against our brains,
and that we should all get used to living in close
quarters with microwave towers, because they
were coming to a street near you whether you
liked it or not.

A giant biological experiment had been
launched, and we were all going to be unwitting
guinea pigs.

Except that the outcome was already known. The
research had been done, and the scientists who
had done it were trying to tell us what the new
technology was going to do to the brains of cell
phone users, and to the hearts and nervous
systems of people living in the vicinity of cell
towers—which one day soon was going to be
everybody.

Samuel Milham, Jr. was one of those research-
ers. He had not done any of the clinical or
experimental research on individual humans or
animals; such work had been done by others in
previous decades.

Milham is an epidemiologist, a scientist who
proves that the results obtained by others in the
laboratory actually happen to masses of people
living in the real world. In his early studies he

had shown that electricians, power line workers,
telephone linesmen, aluminum workers, radio
and TV repairmen, welders, and amateur radio
operators—those whose work exposed them to
electricity or electromagnetic radiation—died far
more often than the general public from leukae-
mia, lymphoma, and brain tumours.

He knew that the new FCC standards were
inadequate, and he made himself available as a
consultant to those who were challenging them
in court.

In recent years, Milham turned his skills to the
examination of vital statistics from the 1930’s
and 1940’s, when the Roosevelt administration
made it a national priority to electrify every farm
and rural community in America.

What Milham discovered surprised even him.
Not only cancer, he found, but also diabetes and
heart disease seemed to be directly related to
residential electrification. Rural communities
that had no electricity had little heart disease—
until electric service began. In fact, in 1940,
country folk in electrified regions of the country
were suddenly dying of heart disease four to five
times as frequently as those who still lived out
of electricity’s reach.

“It seems unbelievable that mortality differences
of this magnitude could go unexplained for over
70 years after they were first reported,” wrote
Milham.

He speculated that early in the twentieth century
nobody was looking for answers. But when I
began reading the early literature I found that
everyone was looking for answers. Paul Dudley
White, for example, a well-known cardiologist
associated with Harvard Medical School,
puzzled over the problem in 1938.

In the second edition of his textbook, Heart
Disease, he wrote in amazement that Austin
Flint, a prominent physician practicing internal
medicine in New York City during the last half
of the nineteenth century, had not encountered a
single case of angina pectoris (chest pain due to
heart disease) for one period of five years.

White was provoked by the tripling of heart
disease rates in his home state of Massachusetts
since he had begun practicing in 1911. “As a
cause of death,” he wrote, “heart disease has

 Samuel Milham, M.D., M.P.H
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assumed greater and greater proportions in this
part of the world until now it leads all other
causes, having far outstripped tuberculosis,
pneumonia, and malignant disease.” In 1970, at
the end of his career, White was still unable to
say why this was so.

All he could do was wonder at the fact that
coronary heart disease—disease due to clogged

coronary arteries, which is the most common
type of heart disease today—had once been so
rare that he had seen almost no cases in his first
few years of practice. “Of the first 100 papers I
published,” he wrote, “only two, at the end of
the 100, were concerned with coronary heart
disease.”

To be continued

Letters and Views

England Before WWI

Sir___, Here is an interesting snippet I took from
a book  “England 1914 - 1945” by A J P Taylor

Until August 1914 a sensible, law-abiding English-
man could pass through life and hardly notice the
existence of the state, beyond the post office and
the policeman. He could live where he liked and
as he liked. He had no official number or identity
card.

He could travel abroad or leave his country for
ever without a passport or any sort of official
permission. He could exchange his money for

any other currency without restriction or limit.
He could buy goods from any country in the
world on the same terms as he bought goods at
home.

For that matter, a foreigner could spend his life
in this country without permit and without
informing the police. Unlike the countries of the
European continent, the state did not require its
citizens to perform military service.

An Englishman could enlist, if he chose, in the
regular army, the navy, or the territorials. He
could also ignore, if he chose, the demands of
national defence. Substantial householders were
occasionally called on for jury service. Other-
wise, only those helped the state who wished to
do so.

The Englishman paid taxes on a modest scale:
nearly £200 million in 1913-14, or rather less
than 8 per cent of the national income. The state
intervened to prevent the citizen from eating
adulterated food or contracting certain infectious
diseases. It imposed safety rules in factories, and
prevented women, and adult males in some
industries, from working excessive hours.

The state saw to it that children received educa-
tion up to the age of thirteen. Since 1 January
1909, it provided a meagre pension for the needy
over the age of seventy.

Since 1913, it helped to insure certain classes of
workers against sickness and unemployment.
This tendency towards more state action was
increasing.

Expenditure on the social services had roughly
doubled since the Liberals took office in 1905.
Still, broadly speaking, the state acted only to
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help those who could not help themselves. It left
the adult citizen alone.

All this was changed by the impact of the Great
War. The mass of the people became, for the first
time, active citizens. Their lives were shaped by
orders from above; they were required to serve
the state instead of pursuing exclusively their
own affairs. Five million men entered the armed
forces, many of them (though a minority) under
compulsion. The Englishman’s food was limited,
and its quality changed, by government order ...
etc. Volume XV, Oxford History of England,
page one, “England 1914 - 1945” by A J P
Taylor. Yours truly, Ronney, Provence,
France.

______________________

Inner Temple and the City of London

Sir___, There is no surviving record of a charter
first establishing the Corporation as a legal body,
but the City is regarded as incorporated by
prescription, meaning that the law presumes it
to have been incorporated because it has for so
long been regarded as such (e.g., Magna Carta
states that "the City of London shall have/enjoy
its ancient liberties").

The City of London Corporation has been
granted various special privileges since the
Norman Conquest, and the Corporation's first
recorded Royal Charter dates from around 1067,

when William the Conqueror granted the citizens
of London a charter confirming the rights and
privileges that they had enjoyed since the time
of Edward the Confessor. Numerous subsequent
Royal Charters over the centuries confirmed and
extended the citizens' rights.

All of the text written in dark black is from “The
inner temple and the city of London” The lighter
text is Josh’s writing: See here. Yours truly,
Pastor Dan.

______________________

Churchill the Plagiarist and Also the
User of Ghostwriters

Sir__, In light of Churchill’s severe alcoholism,
his high-life-living and his record of academic
mediocrity, one has got to wonder how this
puffed-up “literary giant” is able to muster the
time and discipline necessary to author so many
well-written books. Well, you see, the “prolific”
multi-millionaire writer not only has the help of
“literary assistants,” (ghostwriters) but he is also
a plagiarist!

A young historian Maurice Ashley contributes
heavily to Churchill’s widely-acclaimed 1937
‘A History of the English-Speaking Peoples’.
Years later, another historian named William
Deakin pens an enormous amount of material for
Churchill, including most of the text of his
“widely acclaimed” series on World War II. The
military narratives are supplied by a retired
general, Sir Henry Pownall.

By the 1950’s, an aging and alcohol-addled
Churchill is relying upon an entire team of
writers to do much more than just research,
contribute, and edit, but really take over his work.

The multi-million pound one-man literary
enterprise that was Winston Churchill was not a
one man show after all. — Ashley, Deakin and
Pownall. In addition to his reliance upon
ghostwriting historians, the imitation intellectual

http://mileswmathis.com/fakir.pdf
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also engaged in gross plagiarism. British
historian Max Hastings, writing in The
Telegraph, November 2, 2004, informs us:

“Pownall, ironically enough, had often confided
to his own wartime diary rage and frustration
about Churchill's intemperate interferences in
military operations. Now, for a salary of £1,000
a year, along with a less influential naval
counterpart, he played a key role in the
fortification of the Churchill legend.

Churchill skillfully injected into the narrative
just sufficient rolling phrases in his own
inimitable style to put a personal stamp upon the
published version. The opinions and judgments
expressed were, of course, entirely his own.

But, from the delivery of the first volume
onwards, some critics, including Life Magazine
which had paid vast sums for serial rights,
expressed misgivings about countless pages of
contemporary documents rendered verbatim in
the text, to make up the weight.

By the time of the third volume, Life's Henry
Luce was growling: "The old boy is chiseling on
us. If he were younger, we'd kick him in the
shins." Churchill narrowly averted litigation for
plagiarism from Samuel Morison, an American
naval historian whose narrative of the Pacific sea
battles was recycled in the former Prime
Minister's volumes.”

Henry Luce, the legendary founder of LIFE
Magazine, came to understand that Churchill
was a money-grubbing plagiarist.

MID 1930’s

Churchill the Forger, Broke and Desperate,
Resorts to Selling Fake Paintings

Just how desperate was Churchill’s financial
situation during the 1930’s? Noted British
historian and master document digger David
Irving informs us:

“Churchill of course is no stranger to counterfeit
art. In dire financial straits in the 1930’s he took
to faking the paintings of the deceased French
impressionist Charles Maurin because Maurin's
signature sold somewhat better in the Left Bank
boutiques in those days than did his own.

Those letters never made it into the official
volumes of Churchill Roosevelt correspondence
— an omission I have rectified in "Churchill's
War", vol. ii: "Triumph in Adversity". Now that's
Real History. Spreads like Butter.”

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Roosevelt had come to learn of the scam from a
fine arts expert in Washington DC. Irving, in
another article, quotes from the teasingly
friendly 1942 letter in which Roosevelt writes to
Churchill as though it is not known who the
forger is:

“Dear Winston —- these people who go around
under assumed names render themselves open
to all kinds of indignity and suspicion.”

Having hinted at blackmail, Roosevelt
mischievously added: “The British Embassy was
asked for verification and I suppose the matter
has been to Scotland Yard and back again.”

In ‘Churchill’s War: Triumph in Adversity,
historian David Irving uncovers a 1942 letter
from FDR to Churchill in which the former
teases the British Mad Dog - a mediocre painter
- about a 1937 scam in which Churchill put
impressionist Charles Maurin’s names to his
paintings – and then sold them to boutiques!
Yours truly, K H, West Midlands. UK.

______________________

 Letters and Views Continued next page
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The Communist Presence Currently
Holding America Hostage

Sir__, The communist presence currently
holding America hostage, posing as "defenders
of democracy," don't want you to see these news
clips from the various democrat-run cities where
crime is being assertively fostered, compliments
of Attorney Generals installed by the likes of
George Soros, ordered not to crack down on it.

We now have it declared by this very
"leadership" that any street thug can legally steal
merchandise from a big box store or family-run
business, as long as said merchandise totals
under $900.

Even theft exceeding that is being wilfully
ignored, along with egregious violence, since our
police forces are policy enforcers first, protectors
of the peace last. The police do not operate
autonomously, no doubt much to the frustration
of many good and well-intending members of
our police forces.

This selective response to crime is where the
colour of your skin now determines crime
response; the evil gift that is the endless media
race-baiting to foster division, the siren-song-
accusations of "racism" and "bigotry" where
none exists, effectively turning unwitting
citizens of colour, into foot soldiers for this
communist-driven influence to upend a nation.

This is nothing less than asymmetrical warfare
being plied against America, via the corporate
media, helmed by a tapioca-brained, stolen
election-installed "president" at the helm, who's
drug-snorting, whore-mongering, money
laundering son is wilfully ignored by our
"justice" system and 3 letter agencies, while

Trump endures a now years-long witch hunt by
the very communist scourge (dressed in the garb
of socialism) running this entire show, since
Trump has been pissing-off all the
aforementioned players. Like Trump or hate him,
it matters not to me, for one need not succumb
to the ‘Trump-derangement-syndrome' fostered
by our corporate media to see that our nation is
under attack!

America is under siege now, with media
propaganda and policies framed in irony as
"progressive." The term "woke" has been coined
to deceptively identify what is the precise
opposite of human wakefulness; a graft being
run on those unable or unwilling to see how the
media has effectively weaponised information -
in league with beg tech - to steer minds against
their own best interests.

Corporate news doesn't cover this now rampant
scourge of street criminality in democrat-run
cities, just as they did when ANTIFA and BLM
burned down their own cities, framed by our
media as "mostly peaceful protesters," since
corporate news works on behalf of the globalist
oligarchs who craft the fate of nations under
corporatocracy.

Make no mistake, we are now a nation at
war, albeit an information war first and
foremost.

The attempt is to get the populace to perform the
task conventional warfare otherwise would. A
nation can be destroyed with many a military
shot fired or bomb dropped. It just takes more
time, a process of systematic erosion of
principals, of policies, of law and order. This
attempt to turn America's national republic into
a banana republic, is why the Biden regime
wants our guns. They need us unarmed! Yours
truly, Pastor Dan. USA.

______________________
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The British East India Company

Sir___, The East India Company was chartered
by the British royal family in 1600. It made vast
fortunes in the opium drug trade with China and
became the largest company on earth in its time.

The British East India Company’s council of 300
in time became the Committee of 300. Today,
through many powerful alliances, the Committee
of 300 rules the world and is the driving force
behind the criminal agenda to create a "New
World Order", under a "Totalitarian Global
Government".

The inner circle of the Committee of 300 is the
Order of the Garter, which is headed by none
other than Queen Elizabeth II.

These aristocrats decided at the death of Queen
Victoria, the matriarch of the Venetian Black
Guelphs that, in order to gain world-wide con-
trol, it would be necessary for its aristocratic
members to "go into business" with the non-
aristocratic but extremely powerful leaders of
corporate business on a global scale, and so the
doors to ultimate power were opened to what the
Queen of England likes to refer to as "the
commoners", now known as the global corporate
elite.

Through their illicit banking cartel, they own the
stock of the Federal Reserve, which is a private
"for profit" corporation that violates the U.S.
Constitution and through their many think tanks
and social and political organizations they con-
trol and manipulate ideologies, policies, societal
psychology and the ultimate perception of real-
ity. All the families listed in the committee are
connected with the House of Guelph, one of the
original Black Nobility families of Venice from

which the House of Windsor and thus Queen
Elizabeth II, descends. This is who died on
September 8th.

Humanity should be celebrating, but the veil of
deception is so thick and intricately woven that
the world will instead mourn the loss of a woman
they believe ‘dedicated her life to service’.

Right is wrong, wrong is right, lies are truth and
truths are lies! Let’s hope the world makes sense
one day…

Isa 5:20  Woe to those who call evil good, and
good evil; who put darkness for light, and light
for darkness; who put bitter for sweet, and sweet
for bitter!

Sing to the Lord (Yahweh) a New Song: (World
English Bible)

Psa 149:1  Praise Yahweh! Sing to Yahweh a
new song, his praise in the assembly of the saints
(called out ones).

Psa 149:2  Let (Jacob) Israel rejoice in him who
made them. Let the children of Zion be joyful in
their King.

Psa 149:3  Let them praise his name in the
dance! Let them sing praises to him with tam-
bourine and harp!

Psa 149:4  For Yahweh takes pleasure in his
people (Caucasian Israelites). He crowns the
humble with salvation.

Psa 149:5  Let the saints rejoice in honour. Let
them sing for joy on their beds (prayer time).

Psa 149:6  May the high praises of God be in
their mouths, and a two-edged sword in their
hand;

Psa 149:7  To execute vengeance on the nations,
and punishments on the peoples;

Psa 149:8  To bind their kings with chains, and
their nobles with fetters of iron;

Psa 149:9  to execute on them the written
judgment. All his saints have this honour. Praise
Yah! Yours truly, Laura. Telegram Channel.
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FOLKS, THESE GUYS HAD FORTI-
TUDE (GUTS), AND THEY WERE
READY TO START ATTACKING

AT A DROP OF THE HAT.

Christ spoke with such warrior authority that the
Entire Group of People stepped back in shock
causing All of Them to fall to the ground. Can
you picture this?

Do you see the warrior / Lion of Judah I am
painting for you here?

Do you understand that the disciples Knew
whom they served and Knew whom they were
with? Do you see and understand the bravado
here that Christ and the disciples displayed?

Christ let himself be known to the crowd. His
stating that “Here I Am” clearly startled the
mass of people, and I bet that they were seriously
shaking in their boots too.

I say all this because often Christ, as well as the
disciples, is made out to be a bunch of hippy
dippy sissy men.

No… they were not.  They were hard core take-
it-to-the mat men of God.

This is our example; all of us need to learn to
boldly stand again, just as Christ and the disci-
ples did when they were confronted with “their
enemy.”

Now it is from the following portion that the
cowardly pacifists, the wimpy men get another
one of their famous out of context ideas.

“Live By The Sword, Die By The Sword.”

Mark 14: 46 And they laid their hands on him,
and took him.

47 And one of them that stood by drew a sword,
and smote a servant of the high priest, and cut
off his ear.

48 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Are
ye come out, as against a thief, with swords and
with staves to take me?

49 I was daily with you in the temple teaching,
and ye took me not: but the scriptures must be
fulfilled.

We can see the warrior again exert his authority,
challenging the mass of people. In fact, does
Christ turn the other cheek?

NO!

He accuses them and holds them accountable.

“Hey… you had the chance during the day to
come get Me, but you did not have the courage.
But now you come in the dark with your swords
and staffs being all macho?  Some “men” you
are! “You want me? Here Am I !!”

So here is Jesus with 11 rag tag men, all of them
armed and ready to fight.  Then Christ shows
how He is the compassionate Servant Warrior.
He heals the ear of servant and then reminds
them that the Scriptures must be fulfilled.

I have to say that if the Scriptures did not have
to be fulfilled, maybe they might have gone at it
right then––right there. This was a very tense
situation.

But we learn another insight, even though the
disciples Knew with whom they were joining in
the fight. Christ also shows wisdom in saying

Turn The Other Cheek - The Cowards Favourite
Verse (Part 2)

By Ray Mondmhor
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Christ is taken captive and presented to the High
Priests’ HQ for questioning. Look at the words
here in John 18.  I am sorry, but this does not
sound like a person who is a wimpy, limp wristed
sissy man like He is portrayed today.

Annas (above) asked him about all the doctrine,
the disciples and what he taught, and Jesus got
right back at him in Annas’ face and asked him
“Why are you asking me?” (Christ knew that
Annas already knew the answer) Why don’t you
ask those who heard me?

They know what I said!

That is when one of Annas’ officers then struck
Jesus with the palm of his hand. Remember the
social norms.  Here the officer used his right
hand but did not strike his right side.  He stuck
Christ’s left cheek, the closest target.

Did Jesus Turn the Other Cheek Here? No!

What did Jesus do?

He looked the guy in the eye, you know that look
that shoot knives, and said “Hey… If I said
something wrong, then tell me so I can make
amends, otherwise why are you back-slapping
me Bub?”

We do not see Christ turning the other cheek
here. In fact, He spoke up and asked why he was
being insulted in such a manner when He did not
do anything wrong.  A slap is an insult; a fist is
an attack.

Folks, since we have become a non-fighting war
like people, we have gotten soft. More than that
we have lost perspective and social context in
regard to our Lord and Savior.

He was not a long haired wimpy, spineless man.
He was and is the Son of God.  and He did not
take garbage from people. When He saw wrong,
He dealt with it; but He also showed us how to
be a true Servant Warrior.

We need to get this feminised,  emasculated idea
of Christ out of our minds. We need to start
realizing Who it is we serve.  HE is the Lion of
Judah. He is compassionate but strong.  He is
loving but will not tolerate the bozos of the world
who sneak in at dark to attack. He stands up for
what is just, right and true.

I challenge you to start reading the gospels again
and start looking for the Warrior Lion of Judah
Who is our Lord.  Forget about this weak, blue
eyed hippy portrayal that so many people at-
tribute Him.

Christ was The Warrior King, is The Warrior
King and when all is said and done, will be The
Warrior King when The Day of The Lord takes
place.

This is the Man we need to emulate, not the Man
those cowardly, retiring men and feminist paci-
fists have forced down our throats.

If anything, Christ shows us that we need to
stand our ground, and these so-called enemies
are nothing. We serve the King of Kings.  If they
slap us in the face, we ask them if they want the
other cheek to slap. If they want our coat, take it
off and throw it in their face and ask them if they
want your shirt as well.

We need to start standing like true men and
women of God. We are a people who have a back
bone,  we know Who it is we serve. We serve
The Warrior King – King Jesus – The Lion of
Judah!

Ephesians 6:13 Wherefore take unto you the
whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all,
to stand.

If you have any questions or comments, reach
out to me and let me know. Here are my contact
points… Website – Facebook - Truth Social

The End OS23389

https://raymondmhor.com
  https://www.facebook.com/raymond.mhor
https://truthsocial.com/@raymondmhor
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Thirty-five years ago today the 93-year-old
Rudolf Hess died at Spandau, where he had been
the sole prisoner for more than twenty years. He
had been incarcerated for almost half a century,
since his crash landing in Scotland in May 1941.

Hess flew to Britain hoping that Germany and
Britain could end their mutually-destructive war.
He proposed that Britain should develop her
Empire which was in no way threatened by
Germany, who only required the return of her
relatively modest colonies from the Kaiser’s era.

Under Hess’s proposals, Germany would be
given a free hand in Europe, including dealing
with Stalin’s Soviet Union.

Soon after his arrival, Hess was interviewed by
Lord Simon (Lord Chancellor in Churchill’s
cabinet) and Ivone Kirkpatrick, a senior Foreign
Office diplomat and expert on Germany. The
transcript of their conversation includes Hess
pointing out:

“The Führer was of the opinion that the war
would be a reason for a closer rapprochement
between the countries, one which he had always
attempted to bring about. The Führer’s aim ever
since 1921 had always been to further this
rapprochement between the countries and (that

was) the aim which he had always had in view
ever since he came to power.”

Unfortunately British leaders had rebuffed
Hitler’s repeated peace offers, including his
suggestion of an international convention against
bombing of civilians.

“I could lay out a whole list of broken treaties
and broken international laws. I would like to
remind you of Lawrence of Arabia. It is well
known that he resigned from his rank of colonel
because England did not keep his word to the
Arabs. The reproach of the suppression of small
nations comes ill from England’s mouth.

“German people ask themselves constantly:
What guarantee is there that England will keep
to her treaties, her pacts, in any better way than
she has done previously? In addition there is
considerable bitterness in Germany because they
know, the German people know, that the Führer
did not want the war on the civilian population
by means of bombing raids. The Führer made
the suggestion at the beginning of the war that
such bombing attacks should not occur.

35 Years After The Murder of Rudolf Hess – It’s Time
For The Truth About An Earlier Plot

By
Jailing Opinions
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“Despite this, ever increasing attacks made by
the British Air Force on the German civil
population resulted.”

Rudolf Hess believed that he was uniquely
placed to convey Adolf Hitler’s true intentions
to influential figures in Britain and provide a
foundation for peace talks.

After war had intensified during 1940, Hess
perceived that Britain would not now easily
agree a peace settlement without losing prestige,
so he decided to take the risk of flying to Britain
himself, “so that by his own presence in England,
England would be enabled to consider an
approach.” Hess hoped that he could provide
some foundation on which peace talks could
proceed.

Instead this martyr for peace found himself in
one prison or another for the rest of his life.

To begin with Hess used cautious language about
the Soviet Union, not wishing to give away too
much in advance of what he hoped would be
serious negotiations with the British. But by July
1941 when he wrote a memorandum titled
“Germany – England from the viewpoint of war
against the Soviet Union”, eventually handed to
government minister and Daily Express owner
Lord Beaverbrook, Hess was open (and
prescient) about the overriding threat from
Moscow that he believed an Anglo-German
alliance should combat.

He believed that Germany was strong enough to
defeat Russia, correctly pointing out that German
morale was far higher in this war than it had been
during the First World War:

“It will hardly be doubted that the spirit of the
troops is magnificent. The elements which in the
[first] world war eventually weakened the spirit

of the German troops – the disruptive influences
from home infected with Marxist communism,
and hunger at home – are missing today.

“Thanks to the effects of National-socialism, the
German armed forces are not only immune from
Bolshevik propaganda, but fantastically anti-
Bolshevik.”

Nevertheless, Hess asked influential Britons
such as Beaverbrook to consider the
consequences for the British Empire of a German
defeat.

“Consequent on the Anglo-Bolshevik alliance,
a victory for England would be a victory for the
Bolsheviks.

“—-Should England’s hopes of a German
weakening be realised, the Soviet state, after the
expansion of its armament capacity, would be
the strongest military power in the world.

“Only a strong Germany as counter-balance,
supported by all Europe, and in trustful
relationship with England, could hinder this.

“I believe that Germany, destined by fate, was
compelled at a given moment to draw aside the
curtain covering the secret of the Bolshevik
army, so that revelation of the danger might even
yet make possible the defence of the civilised
world.

“…England should further bear in mind the
danger that would face certain parts of her
Empire when the Bolshevik giant – which today
is hardly conquerable by the biggest army in the
world – has reached the military strength to be
anticipated in the future.

“The danger will be still further increased by the
attraction of Bolshevik ideas with the native-
born populations with a low standard of living.

“…I am convinced that world domination awaits
the Soviet Union in the future – if her power is
not broken at the last minute – with the loss to
Great Britain of her position as an Imperial
power.

Hess showed his extensive knowledge of British
political history by pointing out that an Anglo-
German understanding in 1941 would bring to
fruition the objectives pursued by Joseph
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“…A genuine understanding with Germany
would be, for England, a realisation of the efforts
of Joe Chamberlain (above) at the beginning of
the century. It could have as a result the taking
over by Germany of the role towards Russia
which Joe Chamberlain, in his day, expected
from Germany.

“It would be advantageous to England’s power
in the future to divert to her Empire the strength
which she has been expending in European
affairs.

“Germany has no wish to mix in the affairs of
the British Empire. On the contrary, she wishes
to have no causes of friction with her.

“But this is only possible in the long run if
Germany gets sufficient room in Europe in
which to settle and to nourish her surplus
population. Otherwise she would be compelled
to seek the necessary room in other parts of the
world, as well as to carry on her export at any
price. Sooner or later this must lead to clashes in
the British sphere of interest.

“The desire of Germany to avoid all causes of
friction with the British Empire is evidenced by
Germany’s refusal to strive after world
domination, as has often been emphatically
declared by the Führer. He explained to me that
striving after world domination would only lead
to irresponsible disintegration of strength.
Germany needs these powers in the East, where

her future lies. He would emphasise this in his
political testament.

“…In conclusion: England must ask herself
whether it pays her, at great sacrifice, to make
the most precarious effort to conquer the Axis
and, into the bargain, to strengthen with
certainty, Bolshevik Russia as an immensely
more dangerous opponent to her Empire.”

Last month – using recently released documents
from the UK National Archives – I explained
why we can now deduce that Hess was murdered
by Tony Jordan, a black American prison guard
at Spandau.

Today on the 35th anniversary of that murder,
we should look back to 1941, and an earlier
conspiracy to murder Hess within days of his
arrival.

More than eighty years have passed since that
murder plot, that was apparently foiled by the
security service MI5, but the British authorities
are still hiding aspects of the story.

Seventeen Polish officers were said by MI5 to
have been part of the plot, in addition to two
British officers including the expert sniper
Alfgar Hesketh-Prichard.

According to senior MI5 officer Guy Liddell
who investigated this conspiracy to murder, “the
Poles seem to think that Hess may have come
here to offer peace negotiations and that the
British Government may succumb to the idea
leaving the Poles in the hands of Germany.”

Rudolf Hess in the garden of Spandau
Prison, Berlin, where he was

incarcerated for forty years until he
was murdered in 1987
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Last month – using recently released documents
from the UK National Archives – I explained
why we can now deduce that Hess was
murdered by Tony Jordan, a black American
prison guard at Spandau.

Today on the 35th anniversary of that murder,
we should look back to 1941, and an earlier
conspiracy to murder Hess within days of his
arrival.

More than eighty years have passed since that
murder plot, that was apparently foiled by the
security service MI5, but the British authorities
are still hiding aspects of the story.

Seventeen Polish officers were said by MI5 to
have been part of the plot, in addition to two
British officers including the expert sniper
Alfgar Hesketh-Prichard.

According to senior MI5 officer Guy Liddell
who investigated this conspiracy to murder, “the
Poles seem to think that Hess may have come
here to offer peace negotiations and that the
British Government may succumb to the idea
leaving the Poles in the hands of Germany.”

Above: SOE officer Alfgar Hesketh-
Prichard plotted to murder Rudolf
Hess within days of his arrival in
Britain, but was later killed by his own
Soviet allies.

Though today’s British government still refuses
to release full details of the murder plot, I have
tracked down some of Hesketh-Prichard’s
strange connections and will expose some of the

forces behind the conspiracy in my forthcoming
book.

The tragic irony was that Polish patriots and
Hesketh-Prichard himself soon fell victim to the
Bolshevik threat foreseen by Hess.

Having failed in an unofficial plot to kill one
leading national-socialist in 1941, Hesketh-
Prichard became chief liaison officer for SOE
(the Special Operations Executive) training and
equipping the Czech assassins who killed
Reinhard Heydrich in Prague in 1942.

But in December 1944 when he took charge of
another SOE team working with Slovene
partisans on the mountainous Austrian-Yugoslav
border, Hesketh-Prichard was murdered by his
own allies!

The Kremlin gave the order to a communist
partisan leader that Hesketh-Prichard should be
eliminated, to prevent SOE from building
alliances of non-communist guerrilla fighters.
His remains were never found. Whether or not
this was part of their motive, Moscow’s agents
silenced the man at the centre of the first plot to
murder Rudolf Hess.

The End OS23403

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor

148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
 E1 5QJ

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter

and Richard Porter  plus many
other subjects and difficult to

obtain books.

http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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NOW WAR AROSE IN HEAVEN,
MICHAEL AND HIS ANGELS
FIGHTING AGAINST THE

DRAGON. And the dragon and his angels
fought back, but he was defeated, and there was
no longer any place for them in heaven. And the
great dragon was thrown down, that ancient
serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, the
deceiver of the whole world—he was thrown
down to the earth, and his angels were thrown
down with him.

Notice: The writers are continuing to process
evidence relied upon in this article.

American regulators controlled by the Senior
Executive Service (SES) and the British Pilgrims
Society Crown Agents have turned over total
control of American banking to Reuters
(Rothschilds) in London.

America’s stock, currency and commodity
exchanges are completely controlled from
London by Reuters.

The Rothschilds via Reuters Control the
Social Credit Score System Worldwide from
London the Rothschilds via Reuters Control
the Social Credit Score System Worldwide
from London.

Data Processing Truism: When you control the
database, you control the data in it. If you don’t
want a banking transaction to go through, you
just mark it with one character, a zero “0” or
“NO!”

“Know Your Customer” (KYC) is the Mark of
the Beast data to be controlled by mammon in
London. Your Banker Has Been Tapped to
Spy on You. Click this here to play video.

Your Banker Has Been Tapped
to Spy on You

(Sep. 14, 2022)—Inside a tangle of interlocking
relationships we have discovered that the coming
“social credit score system” is controlled by
Thomson Reuters and the Rothschild Banks in
London.

After 9-11 and the USA Patriot Act, the British
Pilgrims Society began building the “Know
Your Customer (CYC)” database within banking.
The excuse for unifying this record was for
“anti-terrorism” and “anti-money laundering”
post 9-11.

This triggered a convolution of well-funded
startups, mergers, reverse mergers, flips, jumps
and interlocking relationships within stock
exchanges and their regulatory co-conspirators.
We have this evidence from judicially
recognizable sources and are processing it now.

Reuters, Canary Wharf, London

It can be used in court without additional
verification required. This helps avoid the
election meddler mantra that no one is showing

The Rothschilds via Reuters Control the Social Credit
Score System Worldwide from London

From Our American Correspondent

https://tinyurl.com/ypb2nm4t
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the evidence of massive 2020 voter fraud (which
they are).

“Whoever has ears, let them
hear.” Matthew 13: 9.

The bottom line of our findings is that America’s
stock, commodity and currency regulators
have ceded control of the KYC master database
for controlling and approving transactions
to Reuters in London—outside the United States.
Reuters has been controlled by the Rothschilds
since 1850.

The Rothschilds are key operatives in the British
Pilgrims Society started in 1902. Members and
officers of the Pilgrims Society include Winston
Churchill, Woodrow Wilson, J P Morgan, David
Sarnoff (RCA, NBC), Andrew Carnegie, John
D. Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger (Rockefeller
Foundation, petrodollar), Volcker (Fed Res),
Weinberger (Sec Def), Haig (Sec State), Bill and
Hillary, Youngkin (VA gov), Tenet (CIA, Qineti
Q), Giambastini (US Navy, US Joint Chiefs),
Breyer (Accel, Facebook), Soros, Malloch-
Brown, Pattie (Marconi, BAE, Golden Share,
SERCO), Clegg (Facebook), Knowles (Kamala,
Prince’s Trust), Lord Michael Farmer (gold,
silver rigging, ICE, Candace), Diamond (J P
Morgan Chase), etc.

All American securities, commodities and
banking transactions are catalogued (and thus
controlled) by the Rothschild’s Reuters KYC
database in London. The London Stock
Exchange Group (LSEG) is controlled by the
same Reuters KYC database in London.

Buried in the KYC charter is a single word:
“enhance.” This means that whatever other data
the markets wish to track via the Reuters KYC
database, they can “enhance” that information.

Herein Is the Mammonic Fiddle

The KYC database can purchase additional data
about a customer from other sources like Google,
Yahoo!, Facebook, Instagram, Hulu, Uber, eBay,
Amazon, Fedex, UPS and Apple. When this data
is added to the customer’s KYC financial
transaction data, a nearly impeccable profile of
the person results. In fact, one can predict with
high precision their every move, in advance.

We have thought that Facebook or Google would
become the repository for the threatened social
credit score system. NO! It will be Reuters
purchasing that data and combining it with your
KYC banking data!

How did the Rothschild’s pull off
this Reuters control?

We will show you a dizzying array of company
names in this interlocked, incestuous Rothschild
Gordian knot including Avox Limited,
Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation
(DTCC), Clarient Global LLC, Deutsche Boerse
AG, London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG),
Blackstone Group, Reuters Founders Share
Company Limited, Thomson Reuters Founders
Share Company Limited . The following banks
participated in this Rothschild grand fiddle,
including Barclays, Credit Suisse, Goldman
Sachs, J.P. Morgan, State Street and others.

The End OS23404
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Build New Communities Rather than
Getting Others to ‘Wake up’

PERHAPS WE WRONGLY
BELIEVED WE WERE ENGAGED
IN THE FINAL BATTLE for our rights

during the height of the covid coup, but it turns
out this was just part of a much wider war.

Everybody reacts differently to disillusionment
and betrayal. Faced with the prospect of every-
thing that had previously been held true being
suddenly yanked away from them, human reac-
tions can be quite varied if, broadly speaking,
predictable.

In the long run, the majority simply adapt to the
new reality and tell themselves whatever com-
forting lies they need to, in order to keep on
functioning.

Others simply cannot accept that they have been
compelled by their own government to give up
their economic, political and bodily autonomy
and so, instead, become aggressive defenders of
the ‘new normal' and the institutions that impose
it.

Besides these two groups, a sizeable minority
hold fast to the principle of truth, in spite of the
many pressures put upon them and the social and
economic penalties they incur for doing so.

However, prior to the covid coup, even many
within what has become ‘the truth movement'
did not realise quite how far gone most people
who fall into the other two broad groups really
were.

I really believed that the majority of people
would surely ‘wake up' if their own economic
interests or fundamental liberties were ever
directly threatened, even if they wouldn’t take
any serious action to protect the rights and
interests of others.

Yet we have seen that this is not the case. In fact,
most people will not only accept increasing
infringements on their rights and economic
prosperity by various government agencies, but
will actually defend those imposing them, whilst
blindly attacking and mocking anyone who tries
to rally them in defence of their own most basic
interests.

To sum up: an international clique of financiers
and technocrats has, for whatever reason, decid-
ed that now is the right moment to launch a
worldwide coup against the rest of mankind. In
the process, this group of powerful conspirators
has also understood that the majority of our
fellow citizens, including and especially doctors,
police, politicians, teachers, councillors, and
other so-called professionals, will not only go
along with this brutal assault upon our freedoms,
our children's futures, our prosperity and our
health, but will enthusiastically cheer it on as
well.

Effectively, we find ourselves cast adrift within
our own nations, unable to depend upon the core
institutions that are supposed to protect and serve
us.

At the same time, we now know that large
numbers of the people around us will turn, in an
instant, into loyal government enforcers and
snitches if the propaganda machine instructs
them to, while the rest will do nothing meaning-
ful to stop or oppose them.

It becomes far easier to understand how millions
of seemingly normal people allowed themselves
to be thrown into the meat-grinder during various
wars for bankers’ interests, or were even per-
suaded to massacre their friends and neighbours

How To Deal With The System’s Ever Evolving
Threats

By
Charlie O’Neill
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over cultural or religious differences in the past
- especially given the fact that they had far less
access to information than we do nowadays.

But the realisation of our true position should be
an advantage to us, however depressing it might
appear at first - after all the truth is the truth, no
matter how uncomfortable or inconvenient.

After the initial shock has passed - and this can
take some time to truly process - we can actually
derive a lot of strength from this new-found
knowledge of where we really stand in relation
to our government and fellow citizens.

Knowing that we are a distinct community
whose mindset is completely alien to most of the
population around us, we need to start to change
the entire way we view and interact with the
world, as well as how we plan for the future.

While we should, of course, continue to forge
effective political power and counter the lies of
the state for our cause, as well as forming
alliances of convenience with various other
groups that share at least some of our goals and
interests, I nonetheless believe that we have seen
that the ‘mass awakening' approach simply
doesn’t work, given the state of the population
in general and the hypnotic power the mass
media is still able to wield over many people.

This realisation potentially allows us to free up
significant time and energy which was previous-
ly spent attempting to awaken others to the truth,
when their minds were already stubbornly ‘made
up', in line with the mainstream narrative and
government propaganda.

This is time and energy which we can now use
to start building various economic enterprises,
communities and resources for ourselves. By
pooling the skills, knowledge and finances we
have available on our side, we can - to a certain
extent - insulate ourselves against many of the
ruler- manufactured crises that are likely to hit
the sleeping majority like a bolt out of the blue
in the coming months and years.

The resources we could generate by taking such
an approach could then be used to slowly convert
people when they are actually ready to hear our
message - and more and more will be, as the
overall situation continues to deteriorate and we
are proved right by events.

We can also begin to use some of the capital and
networks we are creating to field effective
political candidates who can advocate for our
interests, divert resources to our community and
safeguard our rights on a local level, to the extent
that this is still possible in our corrupt and rotten
system. Councils and parliament still make all
the decisions, even if not their own.

Perhaps we wrongly believed we were engaged
in the final battle for our rights during the height
of the covid coup.

It turns out this was just part of a much wider
war - a war for sanity and freedom and truth; a
war in which it appears increasingly likely that
many of our fellow citizens will unfortunately
choose to side with those who are trying to
extinguish all of those things forever. Source

The End

The Venetian Conspiracy (Part 4)
By

Webster G. Tarpley, Ph.D

THE LOOT BROUGHT BACK FROM THE SACK OF
CONSTANTINOPLE was greater than anything Europe
would see until the Spanish treasure fleets from the New World

several centuries later. Venice had acquired a colonial empire of naval
bases, and was hegemonic in the eastern Mediterranean. To top it all off,
the sultan of Egypt had paid a substantial bribe to Dandolo to keep the
Crusaders out of Palestine in the first place.

For the human race, the Fourth Crusade was an unmitigated tragedy.
The hypertrophy of Venetian power in the Mediterranean was one of the
decisive factors ensuring the later defeat of Emperor Federigo II of

https://economicresistance.substack.com/
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Hohenstaufen, King of Sicily. The Venetian
puppet “Latin Empire” was overthrown by the
Paleologues in 1261, but by that time Federigo
was gone. By 1266-68, Federigo’s two sons and
their Ghibelline supporters were defeated by
Charles of Anjou, and the last representative of
the Hohenstaufen dynasty was beheaded in the
public square of Naples. The triumph of the
Black Guelphs had become irreversible.

The Guelph Coat of Arms

A further contributing factor in this tragedy was
doubtless the Mongol hordes. At about the time
the Venetians were sacking Constantinople,
Ghengis Khan ruled over an empire that
extended from Korea all the way to Iran, and
which was rapidly advancing to the West.

Batu, a nephew of Ghengis, defeated the
Bulgarians in 1236, captured Kiev in the Ukraine
in 1240, and swept into Poland. In Silesia in
1241 the German and Polish feudal army,
including the Teutonic Knights, was annihilated.
Later in the same year the Mongols defeated the
Hungarians.

The Mongols did not, for reasons that are not
clear, advance further westward, but the Mongol
Golden Horde that imposed its hegemony over
Russia was the beginning of Russia’s economic
and cultural backwardness. For some loosening
of the Mongol yoke, the Russians would have to
fight the titanic battle of Kulokovo Field on the
Don in 1380.

In these Mongol victories, there was something
more than mere numerical superiority at work.
as one historian sums up the case: The Mongols
did not sweep in wildly and suddenly, like

reckless barbarians. No indeed, they advanced
according to careful plan. At every stage, the
Mongol generals informed themselves ahead of
time about the state of European courts, and
learned what feuds and disorders would be
advantageous to their conquests.

This valuable knowledge they obtained from
Venetian merchants, men like Marco Polo’s
father. It was thus not without reason that Polo
himself was made welcome at the court of
Kublai, and became for a time administrator of
the Great Khan.

So the great Marco Polo, and the Venetian fam-
ily from which he came, was responsible for
directing the destruction of Ghengis Khan
against Europe. The omnipresent Venetian in-
telligence was also a factor in the Mongol de-
struction of the Arab cultural center of Baghdad
in 1258.

King Philip II of Spain

Friedrich Schiller and William Shakespeare
both analyse the manipulative methods em-
ployed by the Venetian secret intelligence es-
tablishment; both considered Venetian
intelligence one of their most formidable ene-
mies. Much of Schiller’s writing is dedicated in
various ways to fighting the Venice-Genoa-
Geneva combination that had held the financial
reins of King Philip II of Spain.

Schiller’s direct treatment of Venice is a
fragment of a novel titled Der Geisterseher
(“The Ghost Seer”). Its central character is a
Sicilian charlatan, expert at bringing the spirits
of the departed back into the world for the
thrill-seeking nobility at séances. This Sicilian
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charlatan is a figure for a whole class of Venetian
intelligence operatives, like Count Cagliostro,
the mountebank who claimed to be the
reincarnation of the leading Mason of ancient
Egypt.

Another of this breed was Emanuel Swedenborg.
After Schiller’s time, this category swelled
considerably with theosophists like Madame
Blavatsky, Annie Besant, Henry Steel Olcott,
and with that archapparitionist Rudolph Steiner,
founder of the Anthroposophy movement and
the Waldorf schools.

In Schiller’s tale, a young German prince in
Venice for the grand tour is subjected to a series
of manipulations by a sinister, masked Armeni-
an, who informs him, before the fact, of the
death of a close relative hundreds of miles
away.

At a gambling den, a young Venetian patrician
picks a quarrel with the prince, who fears for his
life until he is ushered into one of the chambers
of the Council of Ten, where the offending
patrician is strangled before his eyes. He comes
into contact with the Sicilian mountebank, and
then spends weeks attempting to ascertain the
identity of a mysterious beauty he has seen at
church.

He begins to frequent a semi-secret free-think-
ing club, called the Bucentoro after the golden
ship used by the doge on occasions of state. At
least one cardinal is also a member of the Bu-
centoro.

He takes to gambling, loses heavily, and con-
tracts immense debts. In the meantime, rumours
are spread at his Protestant court that he has
become a Catholic, which leads to his repudia-
tion by his entire family. At the end of the
fragment, his life has been ruined, and his death
is imminent.

Shakespeare’s “Othello, The Moor of Venice”
is a more finished analysis of the same tech-
nique. It was written and performed shortly after
1603, when the Venetians and Genoese had
acquired vast powers in England through the
accession of their puppet James I to the throne.

Othello is a Moor, hired out to Venice as a
mercenary, and at the apex of his power, having
just won a victory over the Turkish fleet attack-
ing Cyprus. He enjoys the full confidence of the

Senate, and has just married Desdemona, the
daughter of a patrician. Othello, the “erring
barbarian,” is however something of a dumb
giant: his proficiency in the arts of war is un-
matched, but his emotional makeup tends decid-
edly toward the naive and infantile. He has no
real insight into affairs of state, or into psychol-
ogy. Above all, he is superstitious and has a
propensity for jealousy.

Othello

All of these weaknesses are systematically
exploited by “honest Iago,” a member of
Othello’s staff who is determined to destroy him.
Iago is the

figure of the Venetian intelligence officer, an
expert in what he calls “double knavery” – the
art of manipulation. He sets out to destroy Oth-
ello using an accurate psychological profile of
the Moor, and exploiting above all Othello’s
naive willingness to trust his “honest Iago.”
Iago’s modus operandi is to:

Make the Moor thank me, love me, and re-
ward me,

For making him egregiously an ass
And practicing upon his peace and quit

Even to madness.

To Be Continued
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IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
 $16.00

Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.

The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

http://www.untoldtales.net

Eurofolk Radio

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items

of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and

much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and

join in the chat
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

This long
sort after
book is

now
available!

Click on
image for

details

A Magazine For
Patriots

For further details
click HERE

http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.untoldtales.net
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/30258
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
http://www.twelvearound1.com/cbarchthegreatdeception.html
www.leaguestgeorge.com
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www.theflameuk.com
Contact

Tel: 07984 775937

E-mail  HERE

Announcements
In The Name Of

Yahwey auf
Deutsch - Für

weitere
Informationen, auf

das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie

bitte

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The

Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus

Mountains Into Europe
By

Pastor Eli James

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

CONTACT

pia-6@t-online.de

Die Banker Satans

Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von

Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew

CLICK HERE

https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Die-Banker-Satans::701.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://judgeforyourself.co.uk
http://www.theflameuk.com
accorec7@hotmail.com
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